
The Four Spiritual Activities
from which the Twelve Steps evolved

    

One: Surrender (Steps 1, 2 and 3)
    

Surrender is a three-part process that produces a change in perception.  In Step One, we admit we

have a problem.  In Step Two, we either believe or become willing to believe that a “Power greater than

ourselves” will solve our problem.  In Step Three, we make a commitment to turn our problem over to

“this Power”–a power that resides inside each and every one of us.
    

It is our selfish, self-centeredness that cuts us off from the Power.  When it’s all about me-me-me-

me-me, we are in what we call the “prison cell of addiction.”  In terms of our spiritual journey, we are

at Step Zero.
    

During our surrender, we ask the Power to free us from this prison cell–from “the bondage of

self.”  When we do this, we see the world differently.  Instead of feeling isolated and alone, we begin

to feel connected to the Power and to “our fellows.”

Two: Sharing (Steps 4, 5, 6 and 7)
    

Sharing involves identifying the manifestations of self that have kept us blocked from the “Power

greater than ourselves” and from our families, friends, acquaintances and associates.  In Step Four, we

identify our shortcomings by making an inventory of our “grosser handicaps”
   

In Step Five, we discuss these shortcomings with a sharing partner.  In Steps Six and Seven, we turn our

assets as well as our liabilities over to the “One who has all power” and ask that we be given back what

we need in order “to be of maximum service to God and the people about us.”



   

Four: Guidance (Steps 10, 11 and 12)
    

When we practice Steps Ten, Eleven and Twelve on a daily basis, we remain connected to the

“Power” and to each other.  This is the essence of recovery.
    

In Step Ten we make a commitment to practice Steps Four through Nine on a regular basis.  We

do this so we can keep the channels open between “You,” “Me” and the “Power.”
    

We practice Step Eleven daily.  We conduct a morning “quiet time” in order to receive Divine

guidance.  We check what we receive against the Four Standards of Honesty, Purity, Unselfishness and

Love, and we discuss our guidance with our sharing partner or partners.
    

Throughout the day, “we pause when agitated or doubtful” and ask for guidance.  “We relax and

take it easy.  We don’t struggle.” We “ask for the right thought or action.” and “that we be shown all

through the day what our next step is to be.”
    

In the evening, we review our guidance to make sure we have carried out what we have been

directed to do.  We ask ourselves, “Were we kind and loving toward all?” and, “Were we thinking of

what we could do for others?”
    

In Step Twelve, we rely upon Divine guidance when carrying our life-saving message of recovery

to others.  We let the Power radiate through us to them.
  

In addition, we can receive Divine guidance by way of others.  We call this three-way prayer–the

Power communicating to us through another person.  We also can petition the Power to intercede

directly in other people’s lives, and they can petition the Power to intercede in ours.  The arrows point

in all directions.  We are now living in “the sunlight of the Spirit.

Three: Amends (Steps 8 and 9)
    

In Steps Eight and Nine, “We go out to our fellows and repair

the damage done in the past.”  When we make amends to those we

have harmed and forgive those who have harmed us, the “All Pow-

erful, Guiding, Creative Intelligence” removes the blocks that have

separated us from the God of our understanding and from our fel-

lows.
    

We let our actions rather than our words demonstrate to those

we have harmed that we have changed.  We are now acting ac-

cording to God’s will rather than according to self-will.
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